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A NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER
The Deep Learning in Healthcare Summit has
seen significant growth since the inaugural event
held in Boston in 2017. We have since taken it
around the world to London and Hong Kong, but
we keep coming back to Boston to hear from the
many leading global institutions based here,
playing their part in advancing how we utilize
and deploy AI in the healthcare sector.
We were honored this year to hear the latest AI
technological developments and real-world
applications from technology pioneers including
Roche, Deep Genomics, Aetna, GE Healthcare,
and Philips, as well as world-class institutions
such as Baylor College of Medicine, Harvard
Medical School and Georgia State University.
Topics explored included advancements in
Genomics, Population Health Management,
Drug Development, NLP in Healthcare, and
Medical Imaging.
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Year on year, we have witnessed an increase in
the application of deep learning methods and
tools in healthcare, with more and more
organizations coming to the event with their own
specific challenges to address and discuss with
the mix of expertise at the event, from data
scientists, to CEOs, to startup founders, creating
a collaborative environment to share learnings
and discover key insights.
We're looking forward to exploring more
applications of AI to have a positive impact on
society at the AI for Good Summit in San
Francisco, as well future Deep Learning Summits
in London, Montreal and San Francisco.
We hope to see you there!
Nikita Johnson
CEO & Founder
RE•WORK

ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
I am probably one of a few that have
attended all of your summits here in
Boston and I think there has been
tremendous progress over the past few
years in the summit. The talks are all of a
high technical level which is great.
Gregory Piatetsky,
KDnuggets
It’s been great to have more of a focus
on the DL aspect of healthcare as it’s
normally the other way round at most
events.
Ella Fejer, Foreign &
Commonwealth Office
There was a great mixture of highly
technical and technical talks of a lower
level.
Mark Gooding, Mirada
Medical
I've really enjoyed today, I'm based in
Seattle and my company sent me to
explore partnerships. I’ve met speakers
and other attendees to make those
partnerships.
Amir Ali, Providence St.
Joseph
The Talent & Talk session was a really
great addition to the presentations
and workshops. I’m currently talking
to a potential new hire.
Janos Perge, CVS

The best thing about RE•WORK
events has got to be the little details.
For example the Lunch & Learn
session is great, especially for startups, as well as being able to access
both tracks.
Tasha Nagemine,
Droice Labs

DEEP LEARNING IN HEALTHCARE SUMMIT
Deep Learning is the next revolution in AI. This summit focused on bridging the gap between the
latest technological research advancements and real world applications in business and society.
Speakers explored how deep learning is being applied to solve challenges in industries including
healthcare, manufacturing, transport, communications & more.
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ML Engineer
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James Cai
Head of Data Science
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Neva Durand
Chief Computational
Scientist
Baylor College of
Medicine

Yi Pan
Professor
Georgia State
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Cansu Canca
Founder/Director
AI Ethics Lab

Alex Ermolaev
Director of AI
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Mark Gooding
Chief Scientist
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Jane Hung
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Amit Deshwar
Director of Predictive
Systems
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Joe Isaacson
VP of Engineering
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Founder & Chief of AI
Droice Labs

PRESENTATION HIGHLIGHTS
Machine learning in healthcare is high risk,
high uncertainty. There are a lot of unexplored
opportunities to improve scope and
robustness of healthcare AI. Consider the
various stakeholders and how to work with
them and build a broader ecosystem.
Ella Fejer, UK Science &
Innovation Network
One common criticism of deep learning is
that it is a black box. In healthcare, we may
want to know why the result has turned out
the way it has. Attention mechanisms make
the neural network more transparent.
Preventive care is cheaper and better
alternative, so we need to look at who the
people are who will benefit.
Janos Perge, CVS
“Deep learning is proven to help in research
neurological diseases (digital markers
monitoring), however, there is much work will
be done to operationalize AI.
James Cai, Roche
Innovation Centre
Chromosomes like to hang out with each other,
so we don't see much interaction between 19
and 2. With DL, we hope to automatically find
features between different chromosomes and
deepen out understanding of them.
Amir Tahmasebi,
Codametrix
A lack of exercise can lead to various diseases,
therefore it is important to have a good
understanding of patients exercise habits. Our
model predicts the probability that a member
is exercising.
Ron Xu, Aetna

Patients perceive IVF to be a financial risk, so
we are using clinical predictions based on age,
BMI, ovarian reserve, IVF history and more to
increase efficacy.
Mylene Yao, Univfy

AGENDA OVERVIEW
DAY 1
DL IN HEALTHCARE: INTRODUCTION

GENOME SEQUENCING

Self-reporting isn't accurate. I'm pretty sure we
all say we go to they gym more than we do. We
need to use deep learning to improve this.
Ella Fejer, UK Science & Innovation Netowork

We’re using machine learning prediction models to
map from in-vitro toxicity to different in-vivo
predictions. We identify mutations using splicing
models and use transfer learning to improve
predictions.
Amit Deshwar, Deep Genomics

MODELS & FRAMEWORKS

DL IN MEDICAL IMAGING

With just one line of code, you can scale the
whole model to increase performance. This
means we can scale more intelligibly - solve the
problem once and use it everywhere.
Neil Tennenholtz, MGH & BWH Centre for
Clinical Data Science

AI IN DRUG DISCOVERY & DEVELOPMENT

Deep learning is proven to help in research
neurological diseases (digital markers
monitoring), however, there is much work will be
done to operationalize AI. There is significant
promise, and we want to answer the question
‘can AI really deliver?’
James Cai, Roche Innovation Center

NLP

Convolutional neural networks and recurrent
neural networks have been used in many natural
language processing tasks by leveraging external
domain knowledge. Prediction performance has
also improved by using various external
knowledge sources.
Sadid Hasan, Philips Research

During the past two years, many deep-learning
based algorithms that detect critical conditions in
various medical images have been approved by
the Food and Drug Administration to be used in
clinical practice. However, many clinicians remain
skeptical that these algorithms would reduce their
workload and ensure patient safety as many
optimists claim.
Sehyo Yune, Harvard Medical School

PANEL

The Impacts of ML in Mental Healthcare
Approaches to mental healthcare are changing in
the digital age but how is machine learning being
used to help? Is the technology the best way
forward? Hear from professionals in the field on
their thoughts on how machine learning can help
and the steps needed to advance its adoption.
Electronic health records are real world
documentations of care.
Jordan Smoller, Massachusetts General Hospital
It is hard to be objective. How do we capture
personal dynamics and personalize predictions of
Machine Learning.
Akane Sano, Rice University

DAY 2
STARTUP SESSION

At Droice, we leverage massive repositories of
clinical text to build deep learning/NLP solutions
to help clinicians make better decisions for
individual patients. With the widespread
adoption of electronic medical records (EMRs)
and recent advances in machine learning, natural
language processing has come to the forefront in
clinical AI.
Tasha Nagamine, Droice Labs
Millions of women and couples in the U.S. are
affected by infertility, but only 3% of them use in
vitro fertilization (IVF), the most effective medical
treatment. Patients perceive IVF to be a financial
risk, so we are using clinical predictions based on
age, BMI, ovarian reserve, IVF history and more
to increase efficacy.
Mylene Yao, Univfy
In many areas, access to healthcare requires long
travel and there is still a limit on the amount and
quality of doctors. We are using mobile
technology and AI to create access to doctors for
everyone.
Ajit Narayanan, MFINE

APPLICATION OF DL IN HEALTHCARE

As a result of the transition to electronic health
records, the US healthcare system now generates
massive amounts of rich health information.
There are difficulties in understanding medical
claims and text, so we are using NLP, TensorFlow
and Keras to overcome this.
Alex Ermolaev, Change Healthcare

APPLICATION OF DL IN HEALTHCARE

Diabetes affects 33 million people and causes
1.6 million deaths per year globally. We're using
convolutional neural networks to impact how
diabetes is diagnosed and help early diagnosis.
Stephen Odaibo, Retina AI
Current decision making technology in
healthcare needs improvement. There is difficulty
related to AI performance in the context of its
actual use. We're working to deploy AI solutions
in real life in clinical evaluation and other areas.
Sujay Kakarmath, Partners Healthcare

PANEL

The Future of Healthcare - What Can We
Expect?
With so many advancements in machine learning
in the health field coming to light, how can we
expect to see the future healthcare landscape
change? How quickly will their impacts affect
outcomes and what will hinder the progress?
Learn more from a range of experts in the field
on their thoughts.
Early identification of pre-clinical osteoarthritis
can facilitate better patient management. We are
trying to understand risk factors of different
diseases and then we will look forward to extend
out research using other body systems.
Vijaya Kolachalama, Boston University School
of Medicine

DEEP DIVE TRACK: HIGHLIGHTS
Deep Reinforcement Learning in Robotic Simulation Environments - Uber AI Labs
There's still a lot of work to be done with reinforcement
learning in autonomous vehicles - it takes a long time
to train the algorithms for good performance.

Jane Hung
AI Resident

Yunnus Saatchi
Senior ML Scientist

The way to train model-free reinforcement learning is
you run loads and loads of trajectories - this is very
easily parallelizable.

Ethics Analyst in Product Development - Ethics AI Lab
This workshop led attendees through ethical issues that arise in developing AI.
The focus was on different stages of the process, identifying ethical concerns,
revealing the trade-offs, and devising solutions to mitigate risks.
A way to think about ethics is thinking what is beneficial for as many beings as
possible. Look at autonomy and justice, not the harm/benefit ratio.

Cansu Canca
Founder & Director

Model Governance in the Age of Data Science & AL - QuantUniversity

Sri Krishnamurthy
Founder

With innovations in hardware, algorithms and large datasets, the use of ML in
finance is increasing. As more and more open-source technologies penetrate
enterprises, quants and data scientists have a plethora of choices for building,
testing and scaling models. This workshop brought clarity on some of the
model governance challenges when adopting data science, AI and ML in the
enterprise. Sri discussed key drivers of model risk in today’s environment and
how the scope of model governance is changing.

Investment Drivers for AI Startups - Glasswing Ventures
We want to hear how you compare to your competitors.
We like to see that you know your marketplace. We don’t
ever want there to be competitors that you didn't know
about. It's also normal for a startup to be narrowly
focused and start out with a limited market but ultimately
we want to hear a big vision.

Sarah Fay
Managing Director

Vlad Sejnoha
Venture Partner

Rising Stars - AI4ALL, The Knowledge Society
This session showcased some of he most promising young people working in AI who presented
their latest research in areas such as NLP, Genomics, GANs and more.
I believe that our biases are something that can be very dangerous and we need to be diligent
about. Kate Taylor, AI4ALL
One thing we haven't spoke about is ethics. We have rich people who will be able to afford these
technologies, but what about the rest of the population. Albert Laim, TSK

INTERVIEWS & PODCASTS
As well has hosting events, RE•WORK has a
catalogue of online resources with White Papers,
video interviews, our blog, and the Women in AI
podcast. At each event, we chat with speakers
and industry experts who share their expertise.

Alice Xiang, Research Scientist,
Partnership on AI
Alice focuses on fairness, transparency, and
accountability in AI, and was interviewed by
Gracelyn She from TKS. Alice spoke about the
importance of ethical considerations in AI and
explained that without this there can be a lot of
unintended outcomes from releasing

We’re always open to new collaborations and
love hearing from attendees and speakers alike.
If you are working on something you think would
be valuable to our content hub, don’t hesitate to
get in touch with Yaz: yhow@re-work.co

Jane Hung & Yunus Satchi,
Uber AI Labs
Interviewed by Jeff Engel from Xconomy, Jane &
Yunus spoke about examples of robotics and AI
being used IRL in multiple industries. They
discussed the challenges in training
reinforcement learning algorithms so that they
have optimum performance.

Neva Durand, Chief Computational Scientist,
Baylor College of Medicine

Fredrik Rönnlund, Chief Growth Officer,
Valohai

Neva creates analysis and visualization software
for assays exploring how DNA folds in three
dimensions. She shared her work for the Women
in AI Podcast and spoke about some of the
challenges and successes she's faced as a
female expert in the field.

Speaking about his work in providing ML
infrastructure as a service, Fredrik , explained that
"we want to help companies increase go-to-market
by 10x through machine learning, making sure they
can keep track of their model with full traceability of
hyperparameters, data and environment.”

Ron Xu & Mark Homer,
Aetna & Fidelity

Rana el Kaliouby, Co-Founder & CEO,
Affectiva

Having presented on their joint work in
understanding lack of exercise through DL, Mark
& Ron spoke about how they’re using DL to
understand events in a person's healthcare
journey with an eye towards providing more
effective care, and encouraging more exercise in
certain demographics.

“Our hypothesis is that we need to redefine the
human and ai relationship…. I like to think of this
as a two way street, should AI be able to trust
us? We need to understand this emotional AI
and apply this type of machine learning to
mental health care.”

WHAT’S NEXT?
Video presentations will soon be available online and you
can access them here. On our video hub we also have
extensive playlists from our past events.

Subscribe to the Women in AI Podcast to hear the latest
episodes and learn from influential women working in AI.

READ MORE

Read More

Read More

Read More

Read More

Read More

UPCOMING EVENTS
SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE 18 - 21, ’19
Deep Reinforcement Learning Summit, 20 - 21
Applied AI Summit, 20 - 21
AI for Good Summit, 20 - 21

MONTREAL, OCT 22 - 55, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 22
Deep Learning Summit, 24 - 25
Responsible AI Summit, 24 - 25

NEW YORK, SEPT 3 - 6, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 3
AI in Finance Summit, 5 - 6
AI in Insurance Summit, 5 - 6

SAN FRANCISCO, JAN 28 - 31, ’20
Women in AI Dinner, 28
Deep Learning Summit, 30 - 31
AI Assistant Summit, 30 - 31
Applied AI Summit, 30 - 31

LONDON, SEPT 19 - 20, ’19
AI in Retail & Advertising Summit
Deep Learning Summit
AI Assistant Summit

LONDON, MARCH 19 - 20, ’20
Deep Learning in Finance Summit
AI in Insurance Summit

View our complete calendar of events, and register now for upcoming summits here. For ticket
enquiries, contact John: john@re-work.co
Want to contribute to our online or live event content? Email Yaz: yhow@re-work.co

